ABSTRACT In this paper, an approximate message passing-based generalized sparse Bayesian learning (AMP-Gr-SBL) algorithm is proposed to reduce the computation complexity of the Gr-SBL algorithm, meanwhile improving the robustness of the GAMP algorithm against the measurement matrix deviated from the independent and identically distributed Gaussian matrix for the generalized linear model (GLM). According to expectation propagation, the original GLM is iteratively decoupled into two sub-modules: the standard linear model (SLM) module and the minimum mean-square-error module. For the SLM module, we apply the SBL algorithm, where the expectation step is replaced by the AMP algorithm to reduce the computation complexity significantly. The numerical results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed AMP-Gr-SBL algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Compressed sensing (CS) aims to reconstruct sparse signals utilising the underdetermined linear measurements [1] , which could be abstracted as the sparse signal recovery (SSR) problem in the standard linear model (SLM) [2] - [9] . Such models are of great importance in signal processing fields as they have many applications such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), lensless imaging and network tomography [10] - [14] .
For the SLM, various algorithms have been proposed to recover the sparse signal. These algorithms can be classified into three categories: Convex optimization based, greedy and Bayesian algorithms. For convex optimization based approaches such as LASSO [15] , they are guaranteed to converge to the global optimum, while their computation complexity is high and they need to tune the regularized parameters. In contrast, the greedy algorithms such as iterative hard-thresholding (IHT) [16] algorithm have low computation complexity, while they are sensitive to the measurement error, and have a poor performance when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is relatively small [17] . As for the Bayesian learning algorithms such as sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) [18] , [19] and approximate message passing (AMP) algorithm [20] , they can encode the prior distribution flexibly, and also provide the uncertain degrees of the estimates. For the SBL algorithm, its computation complexity is high as each iteration involves a matrix inversion, which limits its application in large scale problems. In contrast with the SBL, the computation complexity of the AMP algorithm [2] , [20] is low as it avoids matrix inversion. AMP was first derived from belief propagation on dense factor graph using central limit theorem and Taylor expansion [20] . An alternative derivation of AMP from the expectation propagation (EP) [21] , [22] perspective was presented in [7] and [8] , which facilitates the extension to complex-valued AMP as shown in [23] . One key characteristic of AMP is that it achieves the optimal sparsity-undersampling tradeoff when the elements of the measurement matrix are drawn from the independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) subGaussian distribution. Otherwise, the AMP algorithm might diverge. As a result, several strategies have been proposed to improve the robustness of the AMP itself, e.g., AMP with adaptive mean removal [24] , Swept AMP [25] , and AMP with unitary transformation [26] . In [27] , the vector approximate message passing (VAMP) algorithm was proposed using EP. Compared with the derivation of AMP in [8] which uses EP on a scalar factor graph, the derivation of VAMP in [27] uses EP on a vector factor graph. One similar work to VAMP is the orthogonal approximate message passing (OAMP) which utilizes decorrelated linear estimator and divergencefree nonlinear estimator [28] . Both VAMP and OAMP have been shown to have robust performance with general unitarily invariant matrices.
With the rapid development of the millimeter wave (mmWave) communication technology, the future communication transmission rate will be greatly improved, which means that the sampling rate of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) must be increased. However, as [29] points out, for the regular ADC (the precision is no smaller than 6 bits), the power is scalable to the square of the sampling frequency when the sampling rate exceeds 100 Mega/S. To overcome the hardware and the power consumption bottleneck of the mmWave communication, low-cost low-precision ADC with a simple realization of the hardware is proposed [30] . Under the heavy quantization, the SLM is not applicable and the nonlinear effects have to be taken into account. The SSR problem from quantized measurements can be abstracted as a GLM. As a result, it's of great theoretical and practical importance to study the SSR of the GLM. In [31] , a generalized approximate message passing (GAMP) algorithm was proposed to reconstruct signals from nonlinear measurements. To improve convergence in the case of GLM, the generalized Turbo signal recovery algorithm [32] , the generalized expectation consistent [33] , the generalized VAMP (GVAMP) [34] are proposed. Furthermore, a GGAMP-SBL algorithm which incorporates damped Gaussian generalized approximate message passing (GGAMP) into expectationmaximization-based SBL method was proposed for the SSR problem [35] .
A. RELATED WORK
Recently a unified Bayesian inference framework has been proposed in [36] for GLM, which iteratively decouples the original GLM into a standard linear model (SLM). Such unified framework provides new perspectives on some existing GLM algorithms, e.g., GAMP and GVAMP, and more importantly, suggests novel extensions for some other SLM algorithms, e.g., the extension of SBL to Gr-SBL in [36] and [37] . Building on the framework in [36] , this paper is most related to the Gr-SBL [37] algorithm and GAMPbased low complexity SBL algorithm GGAMP-SBL [35] . Compared to the Gr-SBL algorithm which iteratively approximates the GLM as the pseudo linear measurement model where the pseudo additive Gaussian noise is homogenous, here the GLM is iteratively approximated as the pseudo linear measurement model where the pseudo additive Gaussian noise is heteroscedastic (independent components having different variance). Compared to [36] using scalar EP, here the AMP-Gr-SBL uses the diagonal EP, which has shown excellent performances for many relevant machine learning problems [38] . In addition, an AMP algorithm is incorporated into the AMP-Gr-SBL algorithm to reduce the computation complexity of the Gr-SBL algorithm. On the other hand, GGAMP-SBL algorithm, which can be used to deal with the GLM, mainly consists of two modules, the M step and E step. The M step is implemented by utilizing the standard SBL algorithm. And the E step is replaced by the GAMP algorithm for several iterations. Compared to [35] , the proposed AMP-Gr-SBL can be decomposed as the E step, M step and the minimum mean square error (MMSE) step, and the message scheduling is different from that of the GGAMP-SBL. As shown later, for the SLM, the AMP-Gr-SBL is equivalent to the GGAMP-SBL algorithm. While for the GLM, they are different.
B. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
This paper presents an AMP based low complexity Gr-SBL algorithm to deal with the GLM, which reduces the complexity of the Gr-SBL algorithm while enhancing the robustness of the GAMP algorithm against the deviations of the i.i.d. measurement matrix. The proposed AMP-Gr-SBL can be decomposed as the E step, M step and the MMSE step. Besides, the close relationship between AMP-Gr-SBL and GGAMP-SBL is revealed, i.e., AMP-Gr-SBL and GGAMP-SBL are equivalent for the SLM, while different for the GLM. In addition, it is shown numerically that AMP-Gr-SBL performs better than GGAMP-SBL, GAMP algorithm under low rank, ill conditioned, non-zero mean measurement matrices in the high-SNR scenarios, and has a much lower complexity than Gr-SBL algorithm.
C. PAPER ORGANIZATION
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we summarize the Gr-SBL algorithm. In Section III, the proposed AMP-Gr-SBL algorithm is presented. In Section IV, we conduct numerical experiments to compare the robustness and computational advantages of the proposed algorithm against the state-of-the-art methods. Section V concludes the paper.
D. NOTATION
Let N (x; µ, ) denote a Gaussian distribution of the random variable x with mean µ and covariance matrix . Let (·) T ,
denote the transpose operator, the l 1 norm, the l 2 norm, the probability density function (PDF), the Dirac delta function and the Hadamard product operator, respectively. For a vector x, diag(x) returns a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are composed of x. For a square matrix X, diag(X) returns a vector composed of the diagonal elements of matrix X.
II. GENERALIZED SPARSE BAYESIAN LEARNING ALGORITHM
In this section, we basically summarize the standard materials about the Gr-SBL [36] , [37] family distribution set is Gaussian distribution, performing EP is to match the first and second moments of distribution q with the target distribution p. For the further details about EP and its relation to AMP and GAMP, please refer to [7] , [8] , [21] , [22] , and [39] .
Consider the GLM as shown in Fig. 1 . The unknown signal
x ∈ R n is sparse and follows x ∼ p(x) = 
where A ∈ R m×n is a known measurement matrix. The observations y ∈ R m is obtained through a componentwise random mapping, which is described by a factorized conditional distribution
Thus the posterior PDF of the signal x and hidden variable z is
From the Bayesian point of view, the goal is to calculate the MMSE estimate or the maximum a posterior (MAP) estimate of the signal x and hidden variable z. However, directly calculating the MMSE or MAP estimates is intractable. As a result, approximation methods have been resorted. For completeness, the details about the Gr-SBL algorithm [37] are presented according to EP. The factor graph of the GLM is shown in Fig. 2(a) . Specifically, the projection set is chosen to be Gaussian with diagonal covariance matrix, i.e., diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are not equal. 1 1 The projection set can also be chosen as Gaussian with scalar covariance matrix.
According to the factor graph Fig. 2(a) , the original GLM can be solved by message passing between two modules [36] , i.e., module A and module B, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , where module A performs the standard SBL algorithm, while module B performs the componentwise MMSE estimation. The two modules interact with each other iteratively with extrinsic messages exchanging between them [36] , [37] .
In Fig. 2(a) , for the tth iteration, the message m t δ→z (z) from the factor node δ(z − Ax) to variable node z is a Gaussian PDF, i.e.,
where δ refers to the factor node δ(z − Ax). According to EP, the message m t z→δ (z) from variable node z to the factor node δ(z − Ax) can be calculated as
By viewing m t δ→z (z) and p(y|z) as the prior and likelihood of z, respectively, the component-wise MMSE estimate of z can be calculated as
here the expectation and variance are taken with respect to the posterior PDF q t B (z). In some settings, the posterior means and variances can be analytically calculated such as quantized systems as shown in Appendix V. According to EP, the posterior PDF q t B (z) is approximated as
Then we calculate the message m t z→δ (z) from the variable node z to the factor node δ(z − Ax) as
where z ext B (t) and v ext B (t) are
From the definition of the factor node δ(z − Ax), a pseudo linear observation model
is obtained [36] , wherew
, where (·) −1 is applied componentwise for VOLUME 7, 2019 a vector. For the SBL framework [18] , [19] , [40] , the hyperparameters α follow Gamma distribution
where (a) is the gamma function
Note that a = 1 and b = 0 correspond to the uninformative prior of α. Now we run the standard SBL algorithm. For the tth iteration, assuming that we have estimated α asα(t), the posterior of x over the parameters p(x|A,α(t)) can be analytically computed as
where the posterior covariance matrix and mean of x are
respectively. The computation complexity of the matrix inversion operation in (15a) is O(n 3 ), which can be reduced to O(m 3 ) by utilizing the Kailath variant formula [41] . Besides, the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is applied to update α aŝ
where µ post i (t) is the ith element of µ post (t), and post ii (t) is the ith diagonal element of post (t). According to EP, the extrinsic message m t δ→z (z) can be calculated as
where p t (x) = N (x; 0, diag(α −1 (t))). According to (17) , the posterior mean and covariance matrix of z with respect to q t
According to EP, Proj[q t 
According to (17) , Compute the extrinsic variance and mean of z as v ext B (t) (10a), z ext B (t) (10b), and setσ
Compute the post covariance matrix and mean of x as post (t) (15a), µ post (t) (15b) 6: Updateα(t + 1) via (16). Run the MMSE step to obtain a pseudo linear measurement model (11). 5 :
E step approximation using standard damped AMP. 8: end for 9: Perform the M step by updating α(t) (25). 10: end for 11: end for 12: Returnx. 
// E-step approximation 12: for τ E = 1, · · · , T E do 13 :
14:
:
r(τ E ) 21 : 25 :
// M-step 29 :
end for 32 :
33:
if c t ≤ 0, break 36: end for 37: Returnx.
, (24) which closes the loop of the Gr-SBL algorithm. The Gr-SBL algorithm is summarized as Algorithm 1.
III. AMP-GR-SBL ALGORITHM
In this section, an AMP based low complexity Gr-SBL algorithm AMP-Gr-SBL is proposed. For the Gr-SBL algorithm, 
E step approximation by running the damped GAMP algorithm 6: end for 7: Perform the M step by updating α(t) (25) 8: end for 9: Returnx.
Algorithm 5 GGAMP-SBL Algorithm (detailed) [35] Initializeŝ(1) =s(t − 1),x(1) =x(t − 1), v x (1) = v x (t − 1).
5:
// E-step approximation 6 :
r(τ E ) 17 :
18:x(τ E + 1) = θ xx (τ E ) + (1 − θ x )x(τ E − 1); 19: if x(τ E + 1) −x(τ E ) 2 / x(τ E ) 2 < δ E , break 20: end for 21 :s(t ) =ŝ(τ E ),x(t) =x(τ E + 1),v x (t) = v x (τ E + 1).
22:
// M-step 23: α(t) = 1/ x 2 (t) +v x (t) 24: if x(t) −x(t − 1) 1 /n < δ o , c t = c t − 1; 25: if c t ≤ 0, break 26: end for 27: Returnx.
as shown in line 5 in Algorithm 1, the Gr-SBL performs the E step which involves a matrix inversion in each iteration. In fact, for the M step updating α (16), only the posterior variances of x are needed. As a result, the AMP algorithm can be used to replace the E step, which reduces the computation complexity significantly. To sum up, AMP-Gr-SBL algorithm can be viewed as consisting of two modules, as shown in Fig. 3 (a) . Now we present the details of the E step using AMP. We point out the input and output functions firstly. The prior is Gaussian distributed, i.e., x ∼ N (0, diag(α −1 (t))). For the output channel, it is given by (11) . Then, incorporating the AMP step is very natural. The AMP will output the posterior meansx(t) and variances τ (t) of x, which are then fed to the M step to update α(t) (16). Here we set a = 1 and b = 0, and α(t) is updated as
In contrast with the Gr-SBL algorithm where the extrinsic information z ext A (t +1) and v ext A (t +1) of z is computed through the posterior means and covariance matrix of z, we compute the extrinsic information z ext A (t +1) and v ext A (t +1) through the AMP algorithm. The extrinsic means z ext A (t +1) and variances v ext A (t + 1) can be calculated as (eq. (26b) and eq. (26a) come from the factor node update equation [36 
wherex(t) and τ (t) are the posterior means and variances of x output by the AMP algorithm [36, D3, D4 in Algorithm 2]). 2 To further improve the robustness of the AMP-Gr-SBL algorithm, damping can be added in the AMP algorithm. Here the nondetailed and detailed version of the AMP-Gr-SBL are summarized as Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3, respectively.
A. COMPARISON WITH THE GGAMP-SBL ALGORITHM
In [35] , a GGAMP-SBL algorithm is proposed where damped GGAMP is incorporated into EM-based SBL algorithm. The key step of the GGAMP-SBL algorithm is to implement the E step of the SBL using the GAMP algorithm. With appropriate damping, the GGAMP-SBL is much more robust to arbitrary measurement matrix than the standard damped GAMP algorithm, while the GGAMP-SBL has the much lower computation complexity than the SBL algorithm. To have a clear comparison with the AMP-Gr-SBL algorithm, we summarize it in a rough version Algorithm 4 and a detailed version Algorithm 5, respectively. The GGAMP-SBL algorithm can also be abstracted as two modules, as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . For module A, it consists of the GAMP algorithm where AMP step and MMSE step are combined together. For module B, it consists of the M step in the SBL. For the GGAMP-SBL algorithm, after performing a single iteration of M step, the number of iterations is T E for the GAMP step. For the AMP-Gr-SBL algorithm, after module B is executed once, module A is performed within T M iterations. For each iteration in module A, the number of iterations is T E for the E step. Provided that T M = 1, which works well for the AMP-Gr-SBL algorithm in the numerical experiments, it can be easily shown that for the SLM, the present AMP-Gr-SBL is equivalent to the GGAMP-SBL algorithm. 3 While for the GLM, they are different.
Suppose that no exit condition is imposed on both AMP-Gr-SBL and GGAMP-SBL algorithms, as Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 4 demonstrated. The steps needed to execute the algorithms is shown in Table 1 . Given that T M = 1, it can be seen that the numbers of AMP step and M step of both algorithms are the same. While for MMSE step, the number of steps of GGAMP-SBL is T E times of AMP-Gr-SBL, where T E is usually with magnitude of order of dozens in practice. But if the exit condition is considered, for the numerical experiments conducted later, GGAMP-SBL converges faster than AMP-Gr-SBL, and thus runs faster. For the SLM, MMSE step is non-existent. And thus, the steps (AMP step and M step) needed to execute both algorithms are the same, which verifies the fact that AMP-Gr-SBL is equivalent to GGAMP-SBL for the SLM. 4 In this section, substantial numerical experiments are conducted to investigate the performance of the AMP-Gr-SBL in terms of the estimation accuracy and running time against some state-of-the-art methods mainly for one-bit CS, including GGAMP-SBL [35] , the Gr-SBL Algorithm 1, and GAMP. Simulation Setup: For generating the signal and one-bit measurements, we set the parameters as follows: the sparsity rate λ = 0.1, the length of signal n = 256 and the number of measurements m = 4n. The SNR is defined as 10 log(E[ Ax 2 ]/E[ w 2 ]) (dB). In our simulation, we look into the reconstruction performance and computation efficiency in both low-SNR and high-SNR scenarios, which correspond to the SNR = 20 dB and SNR = 60 dB, separately.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
As for the parameters of all algorithms, the maximum number of outer iteration is T o = 1000. We implement the GGAMP-SBL algorithm with T E = 20 and T E = 50, respectively. For the AMP-Gr-SBL, we set T M = 1, T E = 20, which works well empirically. We initialize z ext A (t)| t=1 = 10 −6 and v ext A (t)| t=1 = 10 6 . The damping factor for all algorithms except Gr-SBL is 0.2 because the Gr-SBL algorithm can work well without any damping. For the Gr-SBL algorithm, we set a = 1 and b = 0. As for the stopping criterion of GGAMP-SBL and AMP-Gr-SBL algorithms, δ E = 10 −4 , δ M = 10 −4 . The algorithms stop when the iteration number t equals T o or c t = 10. For the GAMP algorithm, δ o = 2 × 10 −4 , while for the other three algorithms, δ o = 0.03. All results are averaged over 300 Monte Carlo (MC) trials unless stated otherwise.
To evaluate the performances of the AMP-Gr-SBL algorithm, on the one hand, we choose the de-biased normalized mean squared error (dNMSE) to characterise the estimation errors, defined as dNMSE min
wherex denotes the estimated value of the true signal x.
On the other hand, we record the time taken to obtain the estimatex as a metric to study the computation complexity of all algorithms. In detail, all algorithms are applied to cope with four different measurement matrix: Column correlated matrices, low rank product matrices, ill conditioned matrices, non-zero mean matrices. But first of all, the dNMSE or NMSEs versus the number of iterations under i.i.d. Gaussian measurement matrix is investigated, where A ij ∼ N (A ij ; 0, 1/m). All the algorithms are implemented without any damping operation in this experiment. In addition, the performances under multibit scenarios such as 2 bit, 5 bit quantization and no quantization are also evaluated and the results are shown in Fig. 4 . 5 It can be seen that the performances of all the algorithms improve as the bit-depth increases in both low-SNR and high-SNR scenarios. Besides, GAMP achieves the same best estimation performance in the low-SNR scenario regardless of quantization bit numbers. The Gr-SBL, GGAMP-SBL and AMP-Gr-SBL converge to the same dNMSE or NMSEs, and have a slightly degradation compared to GAMP. The performances of all the algorithms for the high-SNR scenarios are very similar to that of the low-SNR scenarios, except that there exists performances gap of all the algorithms between 5 bit quantization and no quantization scenario, while the performances of all the algorithms under 5 bit quantization approach to that of all algorithms under no quantization in low-SNR scenario. In addition, all algorithms benefit from the increasing of the SNR.
A. COLUMN CORRELATED MATRICES
Here, we construct the column correlated measurement matrices as follows: the rows of A follow from independent zero mean Gaussian Markov processes with the correlation coefficient ρ = E{a T .,i a .,i+1 }/E{ a .,i 2 }, where a .,i is the ith column of A. We use the column correlation coefficient ρ as the measure of deviation from the i.i.d. Gaussian matrix.
The dNMSEs of all the algorithms are presented in Fig. 5 when the measurement matrix A is column correlated. For the low-SNR scenario, GAMP algorithm has the best estimation performance when the correlation coefficient ρ is less than 0.94, while the performances of the other three algorithms are the same for the whole range of ρ. When the correlation coefficient ρ is larger than 0.94, the performances of all the algorithms degrade significantly.
For the high-SNR scenario, the phenomenon are basically the same as that of the low-SNR scenario. When ρ > 0.8, Gr-SBL works best, both the GGAMP-SBL and AMP-Gr-SBL algorithms perform better than GAMP. We could also conclude that the increasing of the SNR could enhance the performance of all algorithms, which can also be illustrated later for the other three measurement cases.
The average running time is also plotted in Fig. 5 . Whether the SNR is low or high, among all the algorithms, the GAMP is the fastest and Gr-SBL is the slowest. The AMP-Gr-SBL with T E = 20 runs as fast as the GGAMP-SBL with T E = 50. Both algorithms are slower than GGAMP-SBL with T E = 20. The reason is that the number of outer iterations of the AMPGr-SBL with T E = 20 needed to satisfy the exit condition is larger than that of the GGAMP-SBL with T E = 20, which is already discussed in subsection III-A.
B. LOW RANK PRODUCT MATRICES
In this part, the measurement matrix is constructed as A = with zero mean and unit variance. We choose the ratio r/n to measure the deviation from the case when the elements of the measurement matrix is i.i.d. Gaussian.
The dNMSEs of all the algorithms are presented in Fig. 6 under low rank product measurement matrix A. For the low-SNR scenario, the dNMSEs of the GGAMP-SBL, AMP-Gr-SBL and Gr-SBL are the same when the rank ratio r/n is larger than 0.7, and when r/n < 0.7, Gr-SBL works best, and AMP-Gr-SBL works slightly better than GGAMP-SBL. It is noted that the GGAMP-SBL does not benefit greatly from the increasing of E steps. When r/n > 0.4, GAMP has the best estimation performance. But when r/n < 0.4, the performance of GAMP degrades. As for the high-SNR scenario, when r/n > 0.5, the phenomenon is similar to that of the low-SNR scenario. While when r/n < 0.4, the Gr-SBL works best, followed by AMP-Gr-SBL, GGAMP-SBL with T E = 50, GGAMP-SBL with T E = 20 and GAMP. In this setting, AMP-Gr-SBL shows advantages over GGAMP-SBL and GAMP. In terms of the running time shown in Fig. 6 , the results are basically the same when the measurement matrix A is column correlated. The dNMSEs of all the algorithms are presented in Fig. 7 under ill conditioned measurement matrices. For the low-SNR scenario, GAMP has the best dNMSE. While for the other three algorithms, they have similar estimation performance. While for the high-SNR scenario, when the condition number κ is smaller than 100, the phenomenon is basically the same as that of the low-SNR scenario. But when κ > 10 2 , GAMP degrades significantly and its performance is poorer than that of the other algorithms. In addition, Gr-SBL works best, and AMP-Gr-SBL performs better than GGAMP-SBL. It is noted that the GGAMP-SBL does not benefit greatly from the increasing of E steps. To sum up, AMP-Gr-SBL has a slight advantage over GGAMP-SBL and GAMP when κ > 10 2 . As for the running time presented in Fig. 7 , the results are also basically the same when the measurement matrix A is column correlated.
D. NON-ZERO MEAN MATRICES
The measurement matrix A is constructed as a m,n ∼ N (µ, 1/n). Here, the mean µ is used as a measure of deviation from the zero-mean i.i.d. Gaussian matrix.
The dNMSEs of all the algorithms are presented in Fig. 8 under non-zero mean measurement matrix A. For the low-SNR scenario, when the mean µ is smaller than 0.05, AMP-Gr-SBL, GGAMP-SBL and Gr-SBL have identical estimation performances. But when µ > 0.05, Gr-SBL still works well, while the other two algorithms begin to fail to reconstruct the sparse signal, and the GGAMP-SBL fails earlier. GAMP has the best estimation performance when µ < 0.03, otherwise they fail. For the high-SNR scenario, the conclusions are basically the same as that of the low-SNR scenario. As for the running time shown in Fig. 8 , the results are basically the same when the measurement matrix A is column correlated.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an AMP-based low complexity Gr-SBL algorithm is proposed within the unified inference framework in [36] . Using EP, the GLM inference problem is iteratively decomposed as one SLM module and one MMSE module. The SLM module is then solved by SBL but the E step is replaced by the AMP algorithm to avoid matrix inversion of the original Gr-SBL. Substantial numerical experiments are conducted to investigate the estimation performance and the computation complexity of the proposed algorithm AMPGr-SBL against other state-of-the-art algorithms. Specially, the performance of AMP-Gr-SBL is comparable to that of the GGAMP-SBL algorithm under column correlated measurement matrix. AMP-Gr-SBL performs better than the GGAMP-SBL under the low rank product, ill conditioned and non-zero mean measurement matrices in high-SNR scenarios, and has a much lower complexity than the Gr-SBL algorithm. w ) and assuming the hidden value z + w lies in the interval τ 1 ≤ z + w ≤ τ 2 , the posterior means and second moments of z can be calculated as (28) and (29) 
